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In this paper we study ordinary and restricted enveloping algebras satisfying 
a polynomial identity. We first show how the d-methods of J. Bergen and 
D. S. Passman (J. Algebra, in press) can be used to handle U(L) in all charac- 
teristics and u(L) if the latter ring is prime. In particular, we offer a simpler proof 
of the result of Yu. A. Bachturin (J. Austral. Ma&h. Sot. 18, 1974, i&21) on 
ordinary enveloping algebras in characteristic p > 0. 0ur main theorem asserts that, 
in general, u(L) is pi. if and only if L has a restricted subalgebra of finite 
codimension which is (essentially) commutative. These results are clearly the Lie 
algebra analogs of the p.i. group ring theorems of M. K. Smith (J. Algebra IS, 1971, 
477499) and D. S. Passman (Puczjk J. Math. 36, 1971, 467-483). % 1990 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. THE PRIM CASE 
Let L be a K-Lie algebra, restricted or not, and define 
Then we know from [BP, Lemma 1.21 that A(L) is a (restricted) Lie ideal 
of L; it is clearly the Lie algebra analog of the finite conjugate center of a 
group. Indeed, the main thrust of [BP] is that there are A-methods for 
enveloping algebras which are analogous to the well-known group ring 
A-methods. For example, [BP, Proposition .2] asserts that if char 
then Z( U(L)) c U(A) and if L is a restricte Lie algebra then Z(U( 
W 1. 
In this paper we study enveloping algebras and restricted envel 
algebras satisfying a polynomial identity. The goal is to obtain anal 
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the group ring results of [S, Pl]. For simplicity, we will assume 
throughout that U(L) and u(L) are untwisted, although many of the results 
hold more generally in the twisted case. We start with prime rings. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra and assume that u(L) is 
prime. Then u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if L has an 
abelian restricted ideal of finite codimension. 
ProoJ: Suppose first that A is an abelian restricted Lie ideal of L of 
codimension n < co. Then u(L) is a free left u(A)-module of rank q = p”, 
where p = char K. It follows easily that u(L) embeds in the matrix ring 
M&u(A)) and hence, since u(A) is commutative, u(L) satisfies the standard 
identity szq by the Amitsur-Levitzki Theorem. 
Conversely suppose u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity. If Z= Z(u(L)) 
then, since u(L) is prime, Z consists of regular elements of the ring and, by 
[R, Theorems 1.7.9 and 1.5.161, u(L) Z-’ is finite dimensional over the 
central subfield F = ZZ- ‘. Since ZG u(d), this implies first that 
dim L/A <: co and then that u(A) Z-’ is finite dimensional over F with 
generating set /?r, &, . . . . /?,~u(d). Now note that each element of A is 
centralized by a subspace of L of finite codimension. Thus each pi has 
centralizer of finite codimension and it follows that there exists a subspace 
A of A centralizing all fii with dim A/A < co. But then A centralizes 
A G u(A) c CT= 1 /JiF, so A c Z(A). We conclude that Z(A) is an abelian 
ideal of L which has finite codimension in A and hence in L. 1 
The above is clearly the restricted Lie algebra analog of [S, 
Theorem 8.71. Now let us move on to ordinary Lie Algebras. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let L be a K-Lie algebra with char K = 0. If U(L) satisfies 
a polynomial identity, then L has an abelian ideal of finite codimension. 
Moreover, any abelian ideal of L is central. 
ProoJ: Since U(L) is a domain and char K= 0, the first part follows as 
in the previous theorem. For the second, if Z = Z( U(L)) then, as above, 
U(L) Z-l is a finite dimensional division algebra over the field F= ZZ-‘. 
In particular, if A is an abelian ideal of L, then U(A)F is a finite algebraic 
field extension of F. Furthermore, if x E L, then ad x induces a derivation 
on U(A)F with F as a subfield of constants. Since char F= 0, this deriva- 
tion must be trivial and thus x centralizes A E U(A) E U(A)F. 1 
It is now a simple matter to extend the second remark of [L] to infinite 
dimensional Lie algebras. The following result is well known (see [Li, 
Corollary 31 for a far-reaching generalization). 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field K of characteristic 0. 
Then U(L) satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if L is abelian. 
ProofI If L is abelian, then U(L) is abelian and hence 
verse, we can clearly assume, by extending the field if ne 
algebraically closed. Suppose first that L is finite dimensi 
If y E L is an eigenvector for ad x, with say [x, y] = Ay, then L’ = Kx + Ky 
is a Lie subalgebra of L and U(L’) is also pi. But Ky is an abehan i 
of L’, so the previous lemma implies that y is central in L' and hence 
/z = 0. Thus all eigenvalues of ad x are zero, so x is ad-nilpotent and Engel’s 
Theorem implies that L is nilpotent. In 0, then L has an 
ideal A4 of codimension 1. By induction, hence central by 
Lemma 1.2 again. Since dim L/M = 1: it that E itself is 
abehan. 
NOW if L is arbitrary, then we know at least s an abeiian ideal 
A of finite codimension. Moreover, since U(L/ omorphic image 
of U(L), it follows that U(L/A) is p.i. and hence that L/A is abehan. 
now choose BZ A to be a maximal abelian Lie subalgebra of 
B 0 L, since L/A is abelian, and hence B is central by Lemma 1.2. 
s that B + Kl is also an abelian subalgebra for any I E L. Thus I E 
= L is abelian. 1 
The case of ordinary enveloping algebras in characteristic p > 8 was 
settled in [Ba, Theorem 1.11. We offer an alternate proof of this result and 
start with a simple observation. Suppose L is a characterist 
restricted or not, and let A be an abelian ideal. If a E A 
U(L) or u(L), we have [x, apI = pap-‘[x, a] = 0 and it 
central in the enveloping ring. 
THEOREM 1.4. [Ba]. Let L be a K-Lie algebra with char K=p ~0. 
Then U(L) satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if L has an abelian 
ideal of finite codimension and the adjolnt representation of L is algebraic. 
ProoJ Let H c U(L) be given by 
ff=L+LP+ . . . +LP”+ ..~, 
where Lp” = { Ip” / I E L). As is well known, H is a restricted 
with hEP’ = hP for all h E H. Furthermore, U(L) = 
U(E) satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if u( 
u(H) = U(L) is a domain, Theorem 1.1 implies that 
if I-6 has an abelian restricted ideal of finite codime 
required here is to see how the latter condition relates to the structure of I,. 
Suppose first that A is an abelian restricted ideai of H of finite codnnen- 
sion. Then certainly A c7 L is an abelian ideal of k of finite cod~~e~s~o~. 
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Now let I EL s H. Since dim H/A < co, the various p”th powers of 1 are 
K-linearly dependent modulo A and thus there exists a nonzero polynomial 
~([)EK[[] with ME A. But then fP(Zp)=f(l)“~Z(H) and we see that 
g(ad I) = 0 where g(l) =fP(IP). 
Conversely, assume that L has an abelian ideal B of finite codimension 
and set A = B + Z(H). Since BP E Z(H), it follows easily that A is an 
abelian restricted Lie ideal of H. Furthermore, if (xi, x2, . . . . x,} is a basis 
for a complement for B in L, then H/A is spanned by the set 
{@+A 1 l<i6n,O<j<co}. 
But, by assumption, each ad xi is algebraic and hence each xi is algebraic 
modulo Z(U(L)). It therefore follows that the various p’th powers of xi are 
linearly dependent modulo Z(H) c A and we conclude that H/A is finite 
dimensional. 1 
There is still more to be done. While Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 handle 
ordinary enveloping algebras in all characteristics, the restricted case is 
only settled above if u(L) is prime. Notice that if A is an abelian restricted 
Lie ideal of L of finite codimension, then A G A(L) and hence 
dim,L/d < co. Thus the first step in characterizing restricted enveloping 
algebras u(L) satisfying a polynomial identity is to show, in Proposi- 
tion 5.2, that any such L has A(L) of finite codimension. We then study p.i. 
algebras u(L) with L = A(L) and obtain the complete result in 
Theorem 6.1. 
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that L is a restricted K-Lie 
algebra with char K= p > 0. As will be apparent, most of the work involves 
a rather special situation. To be precise, we say that L has A-class 2 if 
A(L/A(L)) = L/A(L) and we devote the next three sections to handling 
such Lie algebras. Once that is completed in Proposition 4.1, the main 
result follows fairly quickly. We remark that if u(L) satisfies a polynomial 
identity, then we need not have L = A(L). Indeed, if L is abelian-by-finite, 
then u(L) is p.i. But certainly such restricted Lie algebras are not 
necessarily equal to their A ideal. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
If L is a K-Lie algebra, restricted or not, then the commutator map 
L x L + L given by ax b H [a, b] is certainly bilinear. Furthermore, 
b E A(L) if and only if 
C,(b)= {aEL I [a, b] =0} 
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has linite codimension in L. We begin this section with a slight extension 
of [BP, Lemma 2.11. We first need 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V be a K-vector space and let WI, Wz, . . . . W, be sub- 
spaces of infinite codimension. Then V # U := i 
This is immediate from [Pl, Lemma 1.21. I , if K is an infinite fiel 
then V= u E= 1 Wi implies that V= Wi for some i, since any proper sub- 
space of V has infinite index as an additive subgroup. 
Now let A, B, and C be K-vector spaces and consider a fixed bilinear 
map A x B + C which, for convenience, we denote by a x b H ab. If b E 
write 
ann,(b)= (aeA 1 ab=Oj. 
EEMMA 2.2. Let A x B--t C be as above and assume that ann,(b) has 
infinite codimension in A for all b E B\O. Let 1 be a subspace of A offinite 
codimension, let B’ be a finite dimensional sub and let C’ be a 
finite dimensional subspace of C. Furthermore, 
of A of infinite codimension. Then there ex 
as 2 ’ and C’ n aB’ = 0. 
PTOOJ: We proceed by induction on dim, B’, the case 
Next suppose B’ = KbO has dimension 1. If A, = (a E 2 / ab, E C’), thena A, 
is a subspace of A” and multiplication by b0 determines a linear tra~sforma~ 
tion b, : A, -+ C’ given by a t-+ ab,. Since dim c’ < co, it follows that 
annAO(bO) has finite codimension in A, and hence the hypothesis ~~~~~es 
that dim A/A,= co. Since dim A/a < 00 we can rmw choose, by 
2.1, an element aEA”\(AouD1u ..~ uD,). Then ab,$C so 
‘, C’ n aB’ = 0, and this case is proved. 
ow assume dim B’ = n > 2 and let Kb, @ W be a su 
dimension n - 1 with, of course, dim W= n - 2. duction there exists 
a, E a\(D, u D2 u . +. u D,) with 
al(Kb,@ W)=C,zKb,OW 
and CI n C’ = 0. If the combined map 
a, : B’ + C -+ C/C’ 
given by b’i--t alb’ ++ a, b’ + C’ is one-to-one, t 
a, B’ n C’ = 0, and we are done. Thus we may assume that the 1 
has a nontrivial kernel. In other words, there exists b, E 
a,b,EC’. Note that blg!Kb,@ Wand therefore dB’=Kb,OKbz 
Now Mb* @ W has dimension n - 1 and CT”@3 C1 is a finite dimensional 
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subspace of C. Thus, by induction, since 0: = Di+ Ku, has infinite 
codimension in A, there exists QEA”\(DF u 0; u . . . u D:) with 
a2(Kb, 0 W) = C, E Kb, 0 W 
and C2 n (C’ 0 C,) = 0. In particular, the latter implies that the sum 
C’@ C1 @ C, is direct. Furthermore, if the image of the combined map 
a,:B’+C-+C/C’ 
given by b’ H a2b’ H azb’ + c’ has dimension n, then the result again 
follows. Thus we may assume that this image has dimension at most 12 - 1. 
But the image includes (C, 0 C’)/C’ E C2 and this alone has dimension 
n - 1. It therefore follows that a2 B’ c C’ 0 C,. 
Finally consider the combined map 
a,$a,:B’-+C+C/C 
given by 
b’+-+(al+a2)b’++(al+a,)b’+C’. 
Since al+a2EA”\(D1uD2u .‘. u D,), it suffices to show that the latter 
map is one-to-one. To this end, let b’ = kl b, + k2b2 + w be in its kernel 
with k,, k2 E K and w E W. Then, by definition, 
(ai + a,)b’ = (a, + aJ(k, bl + k,bz + w) E C’. 
But a,B’SC’+C, and alb,EC’so we have a,(k,b,+w)~C’@C,. Since 
al(Kb, + W) = C, is disjoint from C’O C2, this yields a,(k, b, + w) = 0 and 
hence kl =0 and w = 0. In other words, b’= k2b2 and (al + a2) kzb, E C’. 
Again note that a, b2 E C’, so we have a2(k,b2) E C’. Hence, since 
a,(Kb, + W) = C, is disjoint from C’, this yields u2(k2b2) =0 and then 
k2 = 0. Thus b’ = kl b, + k2 b, + w = 0 and the kernel of the latter map is 
indeed zero. In other words, multiplication by a, + a2 yields a one-to-one 
map from B’ to C/C and the lemma is proved. 1 
Now suppose L is a restricted Lie algebra in characteristic p and let 
z= {Zi, z2, . ..) z,,} be a finite linearly independent subset of L, ordered with 
z1 < z2 < . ’ . < z,. Then a straightened monomial in Z is an element 
q = 24’2; . ..ZZEU(L) 
with 0 d ai < p - 1. By Jacobson’s Theorem, these monomials are K- 
linearly independent and, of course, deg q = a, + a2 + . . + a,,. Further- 
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more, if p = 2+1;2 . . . ~2 is another monomial in Z, then we say that q 
divides p and write q / p if ai < bi for all i. 
We will actually be concerned here wi airs of monomials an 
define (yl, pl) $ (q2, p2) if and only if e 
degp2 or degy,+deg~r=degq2+deg~2 and 
9 is a partial ordering on these pairs. 
The following tedious lemma is based on a simpler proof of 
Theorem 5.11 which applies to the enveloping algebra u(L). It cou 
certainly be generalized, but we state it precisely as needed. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Z c L be as above and let 9 be afinite ~o~emptyfa 
of pairs (q, p) of straightened monomials in Z. Assume that 
(i) All such q are straightened monomials in X= (x1, x2? . . . . x,} E Z. 
(ii) The pair (v’, pLI) is a fixed element of @ maximal under $ and 
7’ = x1 x2 . . . x, is a straightened product of distinct elements of X. 
(iii) There exist linearly independent e,, e2, . . . . e, E L such that if 
ti, j= [ei, x~] then 
is K-linearly independent module KZ, the subspace of L spanned by Z. 
Now set p = esesP 1 . . . e, E u(L) and suppose there are field elements 
a ‘l,p E K such that 
Then we have aq.,Nc’ = 0. 
PYOOJ As in [BP, Sect. 41, we first translate the above family of e 
lions into a derivation identity. To this end, let ai denote the deriva 
6,= [ei, -1 and, for each z Ip, let rr be the product of the missi 
factors but in the reverse order. Then we have 
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where 6 is the s-fold derivative 6, S2 ... 6,. Indeed, this follows since 
where 9$, and Yei denote right and left multiplication by ei, respectively. 
Let T= (ti,i} and order this set lexicographically by the subscripts. Note 
that Z u T is a linearly independent subset of L which is therefore part of 
a basis B = Z u T CI B’. We now order B to extend the given ordering of 
Z and of T and with Z < T < B’. Then the straightened monomials in B 
form a basis for u(L) and our goal is to compute the coefficient of the 
monomial 5 = $t,,, t2,2 . . . t,, in C a,,,,u$. Note that 
m=deg[=deg$+r=deg@+degq’. 
Suppose & contributes to the coefficient of 5. Since 
deg ,L$ 9 deg p + deg rl 
<deg$+degq’=deg<=m, 
by the maximality of (q’, ,u’) under 9, we must have 
degp+degq=deg$+degq’=m. 
Next, if deg p > deg $, then each monomial of degree m in pqd would have 
more Z factors than 5 does, a contradiction. Thus deg p< deg ,u’ so 
deg ye > deg y’ and the maximality of (q’, p’) yields deg p= deg ,LL’ and 
deg y = deg $= r. Indeed, since ,U must contribute all the Z factors in 
5 = $t,,, t2,2 . . . tr,,, it follows that p = ,u’. 
Now write q = xj,xj2 . . . Xj,, an ordered product of not necessarily distinct 
elements of XG Z. Then clearly 
+ terms with at least one Xii not differentiated. 
Furthermore, observe that ,u’ times any of the latter terms again gives rise 
to monomials of degree m with too many Z factors. Thus the 5 contribu- 
tion can only come from the former terms. For these, we have 
x6u(1@7l2) . 
II 12 
. .-&(r) zz t. 
Jr Ji,dl) tj2,0(2) ‘. ’ th,dr), 
where the latter is a (not necessarily straightened) product of r distinct 
factors in T. Thus we see that $ times this element can contribute to < if 
and only if the above factors are precisely tl,l, t2,2, . . . . t,, in some order 
and hence if and only if ji = o(i) for all i. In other words, we must have 
{jl, j2, . . . . .b> = { L2, a.., r} so clearly ye = q’ and g = 1. 
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ith all this, we see that the only 5 contribution comes from the ~‘(7’)” 
term and in fact that 
p’(f)’ = r + other terms. 
Thus the coefficient of [ in 0 =~ck,,,~$ is precisely 0 = avI,Pf an 
lemma is proved. 1 
3. EXPONENTIAL SETS 
As we indicated earlier, the diffi‘cult part of the proof concerns r 
Lie algebras L of A-class 2. We begin our work on this case wi 
rather technical definitions. 
A finite subset E of L is said to be exponential of length H if 
(El) E is K-linearly independent module A = d(L). 
(E2) [E, E] E A. 
3) E is partitioned as 
E=E, w Ezo...wE, 
and for each i 3 1 we have JEij > IEi 1 where 
E,: = E, w E, u ... w E,p, 
with ET = a. 
(E4) Each E, can be written as 
-K= (ei(l), e,(2), . . . . eih)> 
and each ei( j) commutes with [ei(k), El- 3 for all k < j. 
We remark that condition (E3) implies that the growth of lE,} is 
exponential; for example, we could have lEij = 2’- I. Now 
exponential set E with the above structure, we define 
ii(E) = e,(m,) . . . ei(2) e,(l) E u(L) 
with the order of the factors purposely chosen in t 
Furthermore, if f(iI, c2, . . . . (,) E K([,) cz9 . . . . [,) Is any no~~ommntat~~e 
polynomial in IZ variables, we then write 
f(E) =f(i,(Eh L(E), . ..> S,(E)) E 4L). 
In particular, we say that E satisfies f if and onay iff(E) = 0. 
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Let us order the elements of E so that 
P(E) = Il(EME) . . . L(E) 
is a straightened monomial. In particular, e,(b) <e,(j) if and only if a < i 
or a = i and b > j. Recall that a monomial y divides p = p(E) if q is a partial 
product of the factors in p. In other words, 7 Jp if and only if q is an 
ordered product 
q = n e,(j)+(n 
i, i 
with q(j) = 0 or 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose CI E u(L) is a product of various e,(j),,, each of 
multiplicity 1, and various elements of A in any order. Then 
ProojI We proceed by induction on the number of e,(j) factors, the 
result being trivial if none are present. Since [E + A, E] c A, it follows that 
any e,(j) factor in CI can be interchanged with any adjacent factor modulo 
a term with less e,(j)%. With this observation, the result is clear. 1 
The next lemma indicates how the exponential growth comes into play. 
In view of Lemma 3.1, the real content here is that k > 1 implies that the 
monomial q = 1 is not present in the sum. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let h([,, c2, . . . . [,) = [i,[i, ... [ik with the iis distinct and 
with k 3 1. Then 
h(E)E c u(A)r. 
VIP 
tlfl 
ProoJ Suppose i is the largest member of (iI, i,, . . . . ik}. Then 
h(E)=a.ii(E).xlxz-..xm, 
where x1, x2, . . . . x, are distinct elements of E,:. We move each x, in turn 
to the left passed ii(E). To start with, note that 
ri(E)X,=ei(mi)“‘ei(2)ej(l)-Xl 
= x1 . e,(m,) . . . ei(2)ei( 1) 
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Furthermore, by condition (E2) we have [ej( j), x1 ] E A an 
that [e,(j), x,] E [e,(j), E,:] commutes with e,(j+ I), .“, ej(mi). Thus 
[i(E) X1=X1 .fZ,(Wli) . ..ei(2) e,(l) 
i-1 [ei(j),Xl] .ei(mi)...$J...ei(l), 
where A indicates that the factor is missing. 
Now continue in this manner, moving x2, x3, ..l) x, to the left passed t 
various e,(j)‘, in each summand. Since each x, eliminates at most one e,(j) 
factor in a summand and since 
it follows that at least one e,(j) factor survives in each summand. In other 
words, we have shown that 
where each 01~ is a sum of products of various elements of EL:, each with 
multiplicity 1, and various elements of A. It then follows from kemma 3.1, 
applied to the exponential set E;, that 
where p(E;)=i,(E)...ij-,(E). Thus, since q=tu divides p and ,u# 1, the 
lemma is proved. m 
Finally we show how to extend exponential sets to appropriate ones of 
larger length. 
EEMMA 3.3. Assume that L has A-class 2 with dim,E/A = co and lee2 
E = E, u E, c, . . w E, _ 1 be exponential set of length n - 1. Moreover, let 
1 be a subspace of L of finite codimension, let V be a subspace of fkite 
dimension, and let {x1, x2, . . . . x,> = XE L b e mearly i~de~e~de~t rn~d~~~ A I’ 
with r > ) El. Then there exists E, = {e,( 1), e,(2), . ..) en(Y)> contained in 1 
such that 
E’=Ew E,=E, c, Ezc,~..~E, 
is an exponential set of length n. Furthermore, if tsj= [e,(i)> xi], then 
(tijl 1 Gi, j<r} 1s a subset of A, linearly ~~depe~de~t moda~o V. 
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ProoJ: To start with, define z, = (ZeL”l [EuX, I] GA}. Since L has 
A-class 2, 2, has finite codimension in ,? and hence in L. Furthermore, 
dim L/A = co implies that A + KE has infinite codimension in L, where KE 
is the space spanned by E. Thus, using [ , ] for the bilinear map in 
Lemma 2.2 with B’= KX and c’= V, we conclude that there exists 
e,(l)~z~\(d+KE) such that if 
then {t,,,, fl,,, . . . . tI,,} is K-linearly independent modulo V. Note that 
[e,( 1 ), E] E A and E u { e,( 1)) is K-linearly independent modulo A. 
Next define 
~,={Z~~:~[EUX,I]GA, [e,(l),Z]EA 
and I centralizes [E, e,(l)] E A}. 
Again E2 has finite codimension in L, while A + KE+ Ke,( 1) has infinite 
codimension. Thus using C’= VS xi Kt,,j in Lemma 2.2, we obtain an 
element e,(2) E L”,\(A -I- KE + Ke,( 1)) such that if 
t2,j= [e,(2), xjl E Cz2, Xl E A 
then {t2,1, t2,2, .. . . t 2,r } is K-linearly independent modulo I’+ xi Kt,,j. 
We continue in this manner obtaining E,, = (e,(l), e,(2), . . . . e,(r)} and 
we set E’= E u E,,. Then E’ clearly satisfies conditions (El), (E2), and 
(E4). In addition since IE,J = Y > /El, by assumption, we conclude that E’ 
satisfies (E3) and hence is an exponential set of length n. Finally, we see 
that the construction yields elements ti,j= [e,(i), xi] E A which are linearly 
independent modulo V and hence the result follows. 1 
4. THE DELTA-CLASS 2 CASE 
The goal of this section is to prove the crucial A-class 2 case of the main 
result. Specifically, we show 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra of A-class 2. If u(L) 
satisfies a polynomial identity, then dim, LjA < 00. 
ProoJ: Suppose by way of contradiction that dim L/A = co. By 
linearization, u(L) satisfies the multilinear polynomial 
f(il, 12, *..? LA= 1 c,i,,i,,~*~i,, 
r E Sym, 
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with c,EK and cI= 1. For n= 1,2, . . . . M definef,EK(i,, c2, . . . . [,) by 
f =fn~L+lL+2.~ .i,+termsnotendingini,+,i,+,...5,. 
Then clearly f, = f, fi = cl, and each fn is a multilinear 
degree IZ. Furthermore 
fn = f, _ 1 [, + terms not ending in <, 
We will show by inverse induction on n = 172, m - I, . . . . 1 that if E E L is 
any exponential set length n, then fn(E) = 0. Since J;n = f is a polyno 
identity for u(L), the n = m case is clear. Suppose the result holds for n > 1 
and let E = E, c, E, CI . . . c, E, _ 1 be an exponential set of length II - 1. The 
goal is to show that f,- ,(E) = 0. To this end, write 
where A is a multilinear monomial in some of the variables iI, izP ~..) [,- i 
and where gAE K([,, iz, ..,, [, ~ 1 ). Note in particular t 
Now set p = p(E) = c,(E) c,(E) . . .[,- r(E). Then by Lemma 3.2, 
where pi.,V E u(A). Furthermore, q # 1 unless .A = 1. 
We show below that each a, = 0. Note that there exists a subspace z of 
finite codimension in L which centralizes ah PLtV E u(d ). 
y Lemma 3.1, there exists a finite linearly mdepen ent subset D of A 
such that each a, can be written as 
where a,,, E K and where each p is a straightened monomial in the linearly 
independenty set D v E. Here D v E is 
with D<E. Suppose, by way of contra 
using the partial ordering % on pair 
Section 2, we choose (q’, ,u’) maximal under 9 
Write q’ = x1x2.. x, with x1, x2, . . . . x, distinct element 
hnearly independent modulo A and since dim L/A = cc, we can e~~a~~e E 
to a set X= (x1, x2, . . . . x,} c L which is linearly independent do A 
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and has size Y = 1X1> IEl + s. We now apply Lemma 3.3 to the exponential 
set E, the subset XG L, the subspace 2: of finite codimension in L, and the 
finite dimensional space V= KD. Thus there exists 
such that 
E,, = {e,(l), e,(2), . . . . en(r)> 
is an exponential set of length n. Furthermore, if ti, j= [e,(i), Xj], then 
{tj,j(l<i,j<r}cd 1’ is mearly independent modulo KD. 
Now for each subset S of (e,(l), e,(2), . . . . e,(s)} define 
E,(S) = S u {e,(s + l), e,(s + 2), . . . . e,(r)} G En 
and set 
Since 1 E,(S)/ 3 r - s > 14, it follows that E, is also an exponential set of 
length ~1. Thus, by induction, f,(E,) = 0 for all S. For convenience, write 
<=e,(r) e,(r- 1)...e,(s+ l), ~=e,(s) e,(s- 1)...e,(l), and let r(S) be 
the divisor of r corresponding to S. Then <,(E,) = 57(S) and we have 
0 =fn(Es) = c gA&) . in(Es) .W&) 
= c g,(E) . MS) . W) 
= ; g,(E). 5+S) &+I. 
Furthermore, note that E, G E and, by definition, L” centralizes all PA,,. 
Thus {z(S) centralizes PA, 1 and we have 
0 = f,(G) = c g,(E) PA,, .4$S) . rl 
22 ‘I 
= c a, . MS) . fl 
Now recall that ,u is a straightened monomial in D u E, where the latter 
set is suitably ordered with D > E. Hence since l is a monomial in En and 
E’ = Eu En is linearly independent modulo A, it follows that ~5 is a 
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straightened monomial in D u E’, suitably ordere 
tion, deg p< = deg p + deg t and hence (q i , p, ) 
(ql, ~~5) ti (q2, ,uZ[). In other words, (q’, ~‘5) is ma 
coefficient a,,,,, # 0. 
Finally note that each q is a straightened monomial in EE X= 
1 Xl > x2> ...? x,), that y’=xlxz...xS, and that z(S) is an arbitrary divisor of 
z = e,(s) en(.s - 1) . . e,(l). Furthermore, if I,,, = [e,(u), x,] then 
is K-linearly independent modulo AD. This set is also K-linearly inde- 
pendent modulo KD + KE’ since each t,, E A and since E’ is linearly 
independent modulo A. It follows from all this that t 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 for the maximal 
u E’ corresponding to the inclusion XG Z of (if. e can therefore 
conclude from that lemma that a4.,Hs = 0, a contradiction. 
In other words, we must have a,,, = 0 for all q, p and hence Q, = C for 
all q ; in particular, ai = 0. But q = 1 occurs only when A = 1 an 
case ,81,1 = 1. Thus 
and the induction step is proved. 
We now know that the inductive result hsl 
and if e is any element of L\A, then {e> is an 
But this yields 
surely a contradiction. Thus the initial assumption that dim e/d = cxi is 
false and the result follows. 
The above proof is clearly based on the group ring argument 
Theorem 6.21. Again the main conce is to keep certain expressio 
having a nonzero d-projection. In 11 this is achieved via the linear 
monomial aspect of the proof. IIere we use exponential sets and, in par- 
ticular mma 3.2, to guarantee at ~~des~~a~~~ projections 
appear. more elementary approa to this problem is containe 
roof of Proposition 5.2. 
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5. THE DELTA CASE 
With Proposition 4.1 in hand, we can now proceed fairly quickly 
towards the main result. We start by using the d-methods one last time to 
show that if u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity, then L is delta-by-finite. 
After that we begin studying the case L = A(L). 
Let L be any restricted Lie algebra. Recall that the augmentation ideal 
ox(L) is the two-sided ideal of u(L) generated by L; it is the kernel of the 
natural epimorphism u(L) + u(L/L) = K. In particular, mu(L) satisfies a 
polynomial identity if and only if u(L) is p.i. Note also that if H is a 
restricted Lie ideal of L, then mu(H) . u(L) = u(L) . au(H) is the kernel of 
the epimorphism u(L) -+ u(L/H). 
LEMMA 5.1. If L is infinite dimensional, then the right and left 
annihilators of ox(L) in u(L) are equal to zero. 
ProoJ: Suppose CI is in the left annihilator of mu(L) and write CI as a 
K-linear sum of straightened monomials in the finite linearly independent 
subset X of L. Since dim L = co, we can choose 1 EL linearly independent 
modulo KY. Then 1 E @u(L) so cd = 0 and, by Jacobson’s Theorem, this 
implies that a = 0. 1 
If L is finite dimensional, then u(L) is a Frobenius algebra by [Be] and 
hence au(L) has nontrivial annihilators. It is now a simple matter to prove 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra and suppose u(L) 
satisfies a polynomial identity. Then dim, L/A(L) < co. 
ProoJ: Since L satisfies a polynomial identity, so does mu(L). We prove, 
by induction on the degree m of the polynomial identity satisfied by mu(L), 
that L is delta-by-finite. The case m = 1 is clear since this implies that L = 0. 
Now suppose the result is true for m - 1 and let mu(L) be pi. of degree m. 
Furthermore write A = A(L) and assume by way of contradiction that 
dim LjA = C.Q. 
By linearization, ou( L) satisfies the multilinear’ polynomial 
with c, E K and ci = 1. Write 
f =c g,.Cm.L 
A 
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where A is a multilinear monomial in some of the variables cl, c2? . . . . i, 1 
and where g, E K([,, c2, . . . . 5, _ I ). Note in particular that g, is a nonzero 
polynomial of degree m - 1. 
Now let tl, t2, . . . . [, be m fixed elements of @u(k) and let SE u(L) be 
arbitrary. Then 5,s E mu(L) so 
Furthermore, write 
based on A. By this we mean that each 3,,~u(A) and each q is a 
straightened monomial in some fixed subset of L which is linearly 
independent modulo A. Since the above identity holds for all s E u(e), we 
conclude from [BP, Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 5.2] (with N= &) t 
each y 
In particular, this formula holds for g = 1. 
Suppose .A # 1. Then A((, , . . . . t&+ 1) E wu(L) since each li E au(L) and 
certainly q 65 mu(L) for q # 1. It now follows from A(t,, ...9 5,- 1) = C, JVsq 
that A, 1 E WV(L). Hence I, E au(L) n u(d) = au(d) and the q = 1 formula 
yields 
= Sl(51, ...? L-1) L mod u(L). ozk(d) 
since I, = 1. In particular, if -: u(t) + u(L/A) is the natural e 
then we have 
Note that - maps mu(L) onto om(L/A). Thus g,([, I .~i9 [,_ 1) annihilates 
wu(L/A) and hence 
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by Lemma 5.1 and the assumption that dim L/A = co. Thus ou(L/A) 
satisfies the multilinear polynomial g, of degree m - 1 and, by induction, 
L/A is delta-by-finite. In particular, if L,/A = A(L/A), then L, is a restricted 
ideal of finite codimension in L and clearly L, has A-class at most 2. 
Since u(L,) cu(L) satisfies a polynomial identity, it now follows from 
Proposition 4.1 that A(L,) has finite codimension in L1 and hence in L. But 
clearly A(L,) c A(L) and thus we conclude that dim L/A < 00, contrary to 
our initial assumption. With this observation, the result follows. 1 
The above proposition is by no means the complete answer. Indeed, let 
char K= p > 0 and let L be the infinite direct sum L = @ C,“= 1 gl,(K). 
Then, for each n, there is a natural epimorphism 
u(L) + u(gl,(K)) + M,(K) 
onto the full ring of y1 x IZ matrices over K. Thus u(L) does not satisfy a 
polynomial identity even though A(L) = L. 
It remains to consider the case L = A(L). For this we require the 
following crucial lemma whose hypothesis is chosen so that induction can 
apply. Recall that an element ZE L is said to be torsion-free if
{z[J+‘Ik=O, 1,2, . ..> 
is K-linearly independent. Otherwise z is torsion. Set Z = Ckm,O KzCpkl so 
that Z is the restricted subalgebra of L generated by z. If z is torsion-free, 
then dim, 2 = co and u(Z) is isomorphic to the polynomial ring K[z]. In 
particular, any nonzero element of u(Z) is regular in u(Z) and hence in 
u(L), since u(L) is a free left and right u(Z)-module. On the other hand, if 
z is torsion, then dim, Z < co and u(Z) has zero divisors if z # 0. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let L= A(L) and let I be a finite dimensional restricted 
central ideal of L. Suppose 0 # y E u(I) and that u(L) satisfies 
Yf(i,, 12, '.., i,)=O, 
where f is a nonzero multilinear polynomial of degree n. Then L has 
restricted subalgebras BS A with dim, L/A< 00, dim, B< 00, B central in 
A, and A/B commutative. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the number m(f) > 0 of monomials 
in J: Note that if m(f) = 1, then yf(l, 1, . . . . 1) # 0, a contradiction. Thus we 
must have m(f) > 1 and there exist two monomials p and n in f and two 
variables cj and c j such that ii occurs before [, in p and after cj in ye. For 
convenience, we assume that (i, j} = { 1,2>. 
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If [I,, L] E I, then the result follows with A = L and 
assume that [L, L] g Z and we choose x, YE % with 
C= C,(x) n cL( y) so that C is a restricted subalgebra of I. wit 
dim L/62 < co since L = d(L). Furthermore, Zc C since Z is central in L. 
Now let a,, a,, . . . . a, E u(C) and consider 
O=yf(q, YM2, c/3, . . . . %>. 
Since x and y commute with all LX~ and since y is central in u(k), the above 
right-hand expression is clearly equal to 
where g(cI, c2, . . . . [,) is the sum of all monomials in fin which iI occurs 
before c2 and where h(c,, c2, . . . . c,,) is the sum of these onomials in whit 
<, occurs after &. Moreover, g + h = f so we have 
0 = YXY!(~, > @2, ...> %b 
= yxy(g(a,, c/2, ~.., %J + h(a,, @2, ...9 %)!. 
combining these two sets of equations, we conclude t 
0 = (xv - YX) Yd% Y a23 ...> %B 
= ZYd%, a2, .‘.> 4 
for all CI~, u2, .,., CI, E u(C). Note that, by the choice of the variables cl an 
5 27 we have g#O and m(g) <m(f). There are two cases to consider. 
Suppose first that either z $ C or z is torsion-free. Then under either 
assumption, since yg(ccI, a2, . . . . a,) E u(C), it follows that 
for ah 01~) CI~, . .. . a, E u(C). Since g # 0 and m(g) < m(j), induction apphes 
to the pair C 2 Z and the result follows since dim L/C < co. 
Finally assume that z E C and z is torsion. Since z = [x, yj an 
centralizes x and y, we see that C centralizes z and hence that ZE Z(C). 
Furthermore, z is torsion so .Z= Z+ CFzO Kzi$’ is a finite dimensional 
central restricted ideal of C. But z $ Z, so 0 # zy E u(J) an 
o=zYg(%, 012, . . . . %J 
for all CI~, CI*, . . . . CI, E u(C). This time induction applies to the pair C 2 9 and 
again the result follows. m 
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We remark that this same argument applies to ordinary group algebras. 
One can use it to show that if K[G] is p.i. and if G = d(G), then G has a 
subgroup H of finite index with a finite central commutator subgroup. 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The following is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let L be a restricted Lie algebra. Then the enveloping 
algebra u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if L has restricted 
subalgebras A 2 B such that 
(i) dim, L/A < co and dim, B < co, 
(ii) B is a central restricted ideal of A with A/B commutative, 
(iii) @u(B) is nilpotent. 
ProoJ Suppose first that A 2 B exist satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). Since 
B is central in A, J= mu(B). u(A) is a nilpotent ideal of u(A) and 
u(A)/J= u(A)/wu(B) .u(A) g u(A/B) 
is commutative. Now dim, L/A < CC so u(L) is a finite free module over 
u(A) and hence u(L) embeds in M&u(A)), a full matrix ring over u(A). But 
M,(J) is a nilpotent ideal of M&u(A)) and 
satisfies the standard identity s+ by the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem. It there- 
fore follows that M&u(A)) is p.i. and hence so is u(L). 
For the converse, assume that u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity. Then 
so does u(H) for any restricted subalgebra H and hence we can freely 
replace L by any restricted subalgebra of finite codimension. To start with, 
we know by Proposition 5.2 that dim L/A(L) < 00. Thus we may assume 
that L = d(L). Next u(L) satisfies a nonzero multilinear identity 
f(il, 12, . ..> [,) of degree n and, by taking I= 0 and y = 1, we see that L 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5.3. It follows that L has a subalgebra A 
of finite codimension with appropriate properties. 
Replacing L by A, we can now assume that L has a central restricted 
ideal B of finite dimension with L/B commutative. In particular, [L, L] is 
central, finite dimensional, and torsion and we can choose a restricted sub- 
algebra C of finite codimension in L such that dim,[C, C] is minimal. 
Replacing L by C, we can now assume in addition that if H is a restricted 
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subalgebra of L of finite codimension, then [H3 p-f] = [L, L]. Let D denote 
the finite dimensional central restricted ideal of E generated by CL, L]. 
Now suppose P is any prime ideal of u(L) and consider the 
algebra R, = u(L)/P. If Z,= Z(R,), then by [IX, orems 
1.§.16], R,Z;l is finite dimensional over the central F, = zpz, I. Ill 
particular, R,Z;’ is generated over Fp by the images of finitely 
elements of u(L). But L = A(L), so these finitely many elements o 
centralize a restricted subalgebra H, of L of finite codimeusio~. It follows 
from all this that the image of H, in R, is central, so it is commutative an 
hence CL, k] = [Hp, HP] z P. In other words, we have shown that [L, L, 
is contained in the prime radical of u(L). 
Since [L, L] generates D, we conclude that wu 
prime radical of u(L) and hence is a nil ideal of u 
so mu(D) is nilpotent and the theorem is proved. 
A number of remarks are now in order. To start wi.th we mention 
LEMMA 6.2. Let L = A(L). 
(i) L has a commutative subalgebra A of finite ~odi~~e~~~o~ $ and 
only if Z(L) has finite codimension. 
(ii) L has a subalgebra A of finite codimension with 
$ and only if dim [L, L] < CO. 
ProoJ: One direction of each of these is trivial For tbe other, let 
i Xl > x2, . . . . x,,> be a basis for a complement for A in L. If A is ccpm- 
mutative, then A n fir= 1 CL(xj) is a central subalgebra of L. of finite 
codimension. On the other hand, if dim[A, A] < CC then 
[IL, Ll = CA, Al + i CL, xi1 
i= 1 
is also finite dimensional. 1 
In particular, it follows from the preceding two results that if U(L) 
satisfies a polynomial identity, then dim,[A, A] < 00. 
Next, we note that condition (iii) of Theorem 6.1 is really required. For 
example, let L be the infinite dimensional restricted Lie algebra with basis 
I 4, a2: . . . . b,, b,, . ..> 2) 
and nontrivial relations [ai, bi] = z, aiP1 = b:pl = 0, an 
course, all other pairs of generators commute, so z 
[L, L] = Kz. Now it is easy to see that Z(E) = Kz and hen 
ma 6,2(i), L has no commutative subalgebra of finite codime~s~o~. Thus if 
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dim L/A < co, then [A, A] = Kz and CJ.M(KZ) is not nilpotent. It follows 
from Theorem 6.1 that u(L) is not p.i., even though conditions (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied. 
Finally, if A and B of Theorem 6.1 are given, then it follows from the 
proof of that result that u(L) satisfies the standard identity sq with 
q= 2papb where a = dim, LJA and b =dim, B. On the other hand, if we 
know that u(L) satisfies a polynomial identity of degree yt, then our proof 
offers no information on the dimensions of L/A or B. Indeed, to proceed 
further, we will surely have to study the subsets 
as defined in [Ba] and obtain numerical bounds analogous to those in 
[P2]. The necessary argument will no doubt be a good deal more tedious 
than the one presented here; we leave it for a later project. 
Note added in proof It is most appropriate to mention two recent papers of V. M. 
Petrogradskij. The first, which appeared in Mat. Zumetki (1989), contains an alternate proof 
of our main theorem. The second, “Identities in the Enveloping Algebra for Modular Lie 
Superalgebras,” J. Algebra (to appear), studies the p.i. problem more generally for Lie super- 
algebras. In particular, it obtains bounds for dim, L/A and dim, B, as described above, in 
terms of the degree of the identity satisfied by u(L). The methods are completely different from 
those used here. 
WI 
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